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We have observed Fe14+ (3s2 1S0 – 3s3p 1P1) and Fe15+ (3s 2S1/2 – 3p 2P3/2) emissions from a LHD plasma
with a space-resolved extreme-ultraviolet spectrometer. The observed intensity distributions against the viewing
chord for the respective emissions are reconstructed to the emission flux distributions in the plasma against the
normalized radius of the poloidal cross section with a maximum entropy method. Both of the emissions localize
in the periphery region, and the Fe14+ emission is located outer side than that of Fe15+. We calculate the charge
state distribution of Fe ions against the normalized radius assuming the ionization equilibrium at the electron
temperature and density, which are measured by a Thomson scattering method. The calculated result is consistent
with the experimental one.
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1. Inroduction
The transport study of the periphery region in a mag-

netically confined plasma for fusion research becomes im-
portant in a view point of the plasma performance improve-
ment in addition to the confinement improvement. Impu-
rity transport is one of major concerns [1]. Atoms of high
Z elements like heavy metals are not fully ionized even
in the core plasma. Such highly charged ions emit X ray
and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) emission resulting in cool-
ing of the plasma. Therefore, evaluation of the impurity
ion density in the core plasma and its periphery region is
demanded.

In the magnetically confined plasma, the electron tem-
perature of the core plasma reaches keV range while that
in the periphery region is in the order of 100 eV or less.
As the result, charge states of impurity ions may largely
vary from the core to periphery regions. Since the mea-
sured intensity of the emission from a plasma is integrated
one along a viewing chord for the observation, one have to
consider spatial distributions of charge states for the pur-
pose of deducing the ion density. Furthermore, examina-
tion of the charge state distribution as functions of electron
temperature and density is important for the validation of
ionization equilibrium models.
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In this paper, we report the spectroscopic observation
of Fe14+ and Fe15+ emissions from a LHD plasma and the
reconstruction of their spatial distributions from the ob-
served emission intensities.

2. Experiment
Figure 1 (a) shows a schematic illustration of the

plasma observation with a space-resolved EUV spectrom-
eter having a laminar-type holographic grating [2]. The
grating has a varied-line-spaced pattern with a central
groove density of 1200 lines/mm. Emission from the
plasma goes through a pin-hole slit, and then is incident
on the grating at an incident angle of 87 degrees, and fi-
nally focused on an X-ray CCD detector (26 × 26 µm2,
1024 × 225 pixels2). Binning of 5 × 5 pixels2 is done for
the CCD image acquisition. As shown in the top view of
Fig. 1 (a), the emission light is dispersed into 55 channels
in the horizontal direction of the CCD while the vertical
205 channels correspond to the space-resolved observation
through the pin-hole slit as shown in its side view. The
corresponding viewing chords in the LHD poloidal cross
section to the channels are shown in Fig. 1 (b).

Figure 1 (c) shows the two-dimensional image ac-
quainted by the CCD detector for the LHD plasma
(#95300), in which heating with ECH and two NBI beams
start at t = 3.3 s. One of the NBI beams ends at t = 4.85 s
and the other ends at t = 5.3 s. The exposure time of the
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Fig. 1 (a) A schematic illustration of the top and side views of
the space-resolved EUV spectrometer relative to a LHD
plasma. The CCD horizontal channels direct the wave-
length dispersion, while the vertical channels resolve the
spatial distribution of the emission with the pin-hole-slit
camera principle. (b) The LHD poloidal cross section
and the viewing chords corresponding to the CCD ver-
tical channels for the emission observation. (c) A CCD
image of the observed emission through the spectrome-
ter.

CCD is t = 4.800-4.937 s. The electron density and temper-
ature at the plasma center measured by a Thomson scatter-
ing method [3] are 3 × 1019 m−3 and 1.1 keV, respectively,
at the exposure time. The observed wavelength range is
from 28 to 34 nm. Fe14+ (3s2 1S0 – 3s3p 1P1, 28.4 nm) and
Fe15+ (3s 2S1/2 – 3p 2P3/2, 33.5 nm) emission lines are ob-
served with several other impurity emission lines indicated
in Fig. 1 (c).

Figure 2 shows the intensity distribution of the Fe14+

and Fe15+ emission lines against the CCD vertical chan-
nels obtained from the data shown Fig. 1 (c). The signals
in two horizontal channels are summed for the Fe14+ emis-

Fig. 2 Intensity distributions of the Fe15+ and Fe14+ emission
against the CCD vertical channels. The normalized ra-
dius where the viewing chord is tangential to the mag-
netic surface is shown at the top label. The lines are the
fitted results with a maximum entropy method.

sion, while those in three horizontal channels are summed
for the Fe15+ emission. The signals of the region, where the
line emissions are absent, are subtracted as the background
(∼ 630 counts/chennel). The used background regions are
shown in Fig. 1 (c). Since the observed signal count is not
so large, we estimate the magnitude of the error bars in
Fig. 2 as the shot noise of the CCD photo-electrons, which
is almost the same as the square root of the signal count
including the background. We also assume that the spec-
trometer sensitivity is the same for all the viewing chords
because the sensitivity of the CCD detector is rather uni-
form and the view angle of the CCD detector to the pin-
hole slit is within ± 2 degrees, which is small enough to
assume the solid angles of all the viewing chords for the
plasma to be the same. The observed intensity distribu-
tion of the Fe14+ emission has a peak in an outer region of
the periphery plasma than that of the Fe15+ emission. The
peak of the Fe14+ emission is broader than that of the Fe14+

emission.

3. Analysis
The intensity in each vertical channel shown in Fig. 2

is the line integrated one along the corresponding view-
ing chord. We reconstruct the distribution of the emission
flux against the magnetic surface from the intensity distri-
bution of Fig. 2. We assume that the emission flux has the
same value at a magnetic surface having the same normal-
ized radius because ions and electrons fast moves along a
magnetic line, and then the plasma is homogeneous on the
magnetic surface.

For the reconstruction, we express the observed inten-
sity S (i) at a viewing chord i, which is from 0 to 203, as

S (i) = Σ jL(i, j)E( j) + d(i), (1)

where E( j) is the local emission flux at a magnetic surface
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Fig. 3 (a) Intensity distributions of the Fe15+ emission against
the CCD vertical channels and the fitted results with the
least square and maximum entropy methods. (b) Emis-
sion flux distribution against the normalized radius ob-
tained from the fit with the maximum entropy method.

number j. We divide the magnetic surfaces from 0 to 119
which correspond to the normalized radius, ρ, from 0.00 to
1.19. L(i, j) is the length of a viewing chord i crossing a
magnetic surface number j. d(i) is the residual or error.

Firstly, we tried to deduce E( j) with a least square
method (LSQ); minimization of D = Σid(i)2. The fitted
result to the distribution of the observed emission intensity
is shown in Fig. 3 (a) by the black line and it shows unreal-
istic fluctuation on the channels. Furthermore, the scatter
of the deduced E( j) was found to be too large for the de-
pendence on the normalized radius to be detected.

For the purpose of suppressing the scatter, we adopt
a maximum entropy method (MEM) [4], in which the fol-
lowing evaluation function is minimized.

Q = γH − D, (2)

where H is the entropy defined as

H = −Σ j
E( j)
Σ jE( j)

ln
E( j)
Σ jE( j)

, (3)

and γ is the regularization parameter. It is noted that E( j)
is limited to be positive from eq. (3) even in the presence
of the scatter.

The entropy is an indication of the smoothness of
E( j). When γ is small, E( j) has large scatter as seen in
Fig. 3 (b) (the γ = 1 case) but its localization around ρ =

Fig. 4 (a) Sum of the squared residuals and (b) entropy as a
function of γ in the maximum entropy method.

1 is clearly seen. At a very large γ, E( j) may become too
smooth to reproduce S (i). Figures 4 (a) and (b) show D
and H, respectively, as a function of γ for both the Fe14+

and Fe15+ emissions. To obtain a relatively large H without
a large increase in D, we choose γ to be 106. The results
of the fit are shown in Figs. 3 (a) and (b) by the green lines.
It is noted that presence of the emission flux around ρ = 0
and ρ > 1.1 are due to the limitation of E( j) in the MEM
calculation. The fitted results are also shown in Fig. 2 for
both the emissions.

4. Results and Discussion
Figure 5 (a) shows thus converted Fe14+ and Fe15+

emission flux distributions against the normalized radius.
We assume the system sensitivities for the Fe14+ and Fe15+

emissions to be the same because their wavelengths are
close to each other [5]. The absolute sensitivity of the sys-
tem, however, is not known at present, and then the unit in
Fig. 5 (a) is arbitrary. The Fe15+ emission distribution has a
sharp peak in an outer region of the periphery plasma than
that of the Fe14+ emission.

Figures 5 (b) and (c) show the distributions of the elec-
tron density and temperature, respectively, measured by
the Thomson scattering method along the dashed line in
Fig. 1 (b). The lines in Figs. 5 (b) and (c) are the fitted
curves to the experimental data points used for the calcu-
lation below.

We estimate the Fe14+ and Fe15+ densities in the
ground state, ni

q( j), from Eq( j) with an equation of

ni
q( j) =

Eq( j)
Rq(Te( j))ne( j)

, (4)

where ni
q( j) is the ion density of a charge state q in the

ground state. Te( j) and ne( j) are the electron temperature
and density, respectively. Rq(Te( j)) is the emission rate co-
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Fig. 5 (a) Fe14+ and Fe15+ emission flux against the normal-
ized radius. The electron density (b) and temperature (c)
distributions measured by a Thomson scattering method
along the dashed line in Fig. 1 (b). (d) Density distribu-
tions of Fe14+ and Fe15+ ions calculated from the emission
flux distributions. (e) Charge state distributions of Fe ions
estimated from the ionization equilibrium.

efficient, which is shown in Fig. 6, estimated with the Flex-
ible Atomic Code [6] and a collisional-radiative model cal-
culation assuming a steady state [7]. The estimated density
distributions are shown in Fig. 5 (d). The sudden increase
at ρ > 1.05 is artifact because the electron density becomes
very small there. The treatment for the data background
and scatter in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 (a) may be insufficient. Its
improvement is, however, very difficult in the present sta-
tus of the experiment and analysis.

We also calculate the charge state distribution of Fe

Fig. 6 Emission rate coefficients for the observed Fe14+ and
Fe15+ emissions as a function of the electron temperature.
Excitation energies of the Fe14+ and Fe15+ ions are also
shown. The upper levels of the observed emissions are
indicated by the arrows.

ions against the normalized radius assuming the ionization
equilibrium at the electron temperature and density [8].
From the ionization rate of Fe, the equilibration time is
estimated to be in the order of 10µs. The experimental Fe
ion density distributions are found to be well reproduced
by the calculated profiles of the respective ion fractional
abundances.
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